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Recurrent Mean-Shift Grouping

Learning Pixel Embeddings

Highlight

Pairwise Loss for Spherical Pixel Embeddings
same group

 similarity near 1

different groups  similarity below a specified margin.

positive pairs

Charless Fowlkes

Gaussian Blurring Mean Shift (
) moves each
embedding vector to the weighted mean of its neighbors.

negative pairs

von Mises-Fisher distribution as kernel for non-parametric
density estimation on the sphere.

Instance-aware Pixel Weighting
Bounds on loss that are independent of embedding dimension

A differentiable end-to-end framework for solving pixel-level
grouping problems; conceptually simple and theoretically
abundant. Substantial improvements over state-of-the-art
instance segmentation for object proposal generation
•Spherical Embedding Module: regresses pixels into a
spherical embedding space so that pixels from the
same/different groups are more clustered/separable.

positive pairs
negative pairs

Setting
for each pixel i belonging to instance yields a loss independent of
instance number and size.

Margin Selection

•Recurrent Grouping Module: group embedding vectors
through a variant of mean-shift clustering implemented as a
recurrent neural network, which is differentiable with
convergent dynamics and probabilistic interpretability.

Related to Tammes' circle packing problem -- maximizing the smallest distance among
n points on a sphere:
A safe (trivial) strategy -- for n instances embedded in n/2 dimensions, zero loss with a
= 0.5 by placing pairs of groups antipodally along each of n/2 orthogonal axes.

The recurrent grouping module focuses on
correcting embedding errors that won't be
resolved during subsequent clustering.

Experiments
Instance Embedding

Semantic Instance Segmentation

Semantic Segmentation

Learned instance embeddings are correlated with
scale and location.

Boundary detection
Object Proposal detection
Semantic Instance Detection : VOC 2012 Validation
Object proposal detection AR@IoU=0.5 and
various number of proposals per image.

Demo, code and model can be found here:

https://www.ics.uci.edu/~skong2/SMMMSG.html
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